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Safety and omfort of marine vehiles require, sine the design stage, a are-
ful evaluation of the dynami behavior of the vessel in rough sea. Tradition-
ally, this is routinely aomplished through (expensive) model testing and
numerially by some (extremely) suessful simplied quasi-twodimensional
models (the so-alled strip theory, [1℄). As a matter of fat, both the above
approahes suer severe limits (pratial or theoretial) onerning the pre-
dition of pressure distribution, whih is a typial input data relevant for
the strutural analysis.
In this presentation, we like to disuss some aspets of a more general
omputational algorithm for the predition of ship motion and loads indued
by the interation with wave systems. In partiular, unlikely the more on-
ventional models in frequeny domain [2℄, we attak the problem by a time
domain formulation. The purpose is twofold. First, within the framework of
a linear analysis, the ship response funtion to a general wave exitation an
be numerially determined by a transient test (i.e. the interation with a
wave pulse ompat in time). In this way, a substantial saving of omputa-
tional time with respet to the existing algorithms is ahieved [3℄. Seond, a
time domain modeling is intrinsially prone to deal with the fully nonlinear
problem or, at least, to reover some nonlinear eets [4℄.
More speially, the three-dimensional ow eld around a ship advan-
ing through waves is desribed by an invisid ow model. The veloity
potential is governed by the Laplae equation with time-dependent bound-
ary onditions on free surfae and moving rigid boundaries. Position and
veloity of the latter are given by the oupled equations of ship motion. The
dierential problem is reast in terms of boundary integral equations for the
veloity potential and for its Eulerian time derivative (used to evaluate the
hydrodynami loads). The integral equations are disretized by pieewise
onstant shape funtion and are numerially solved by a standard olloa-
tion method. Time stepping is ahieved by a variable order Runge-Kutta
algorithm.
In spite of its low-order in spae, the resulting algorithm allows to handle
easily non-strutured grids with loal renement both on the free surfae and
on the body. This feature appeared to be essential for the appliability of
the method to the omplex geometries typial of pratial ship hull forms.
An extensive validation ativity has been performed by omparing the
numerial results with experimental data, and will be summarized to disuss
pros and limits of the urrent implementation of the ode and to draw our
more reent researh and development ativity.
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